
More than any other artifact or object, the
window is a reminder of the Library’s origins
as a memorial to our conununity’s war casual
ties. When it has been restored to its
station in the tower we trust that it will
stand out more than ever as the centrepiece
and pride of the Memorial Library building.

IN THE GALLERY

“Ocean Edges” ... a marine watercolour
exhibition by West Vancouve! artist Rosemary
Schouw will be on display through the month
of April.

Rosemary’s studies have included
architecture, architectural rendering,
watercolour technique and design. She lives
near the water, is an accomplished boater
and paints from her studio on Gambier Island.

All paintings are for sale.

PEOPLE’S LAW SCHOOL

Buying and selling a home ... a seminar
conducted by Mr. R. Goluboff. Such topics
as interim agreements, title searching, the
real estate agent, government grants, types
of home ownership, seeing a lawyer, selling
your home and much more will be discussed.
For pre-registration please call 926—3291,
local 311.

APRIL - Dental Health Care Month

NEW TECHNIQUES IN DENTISTRY - a discussion

and slide presentation by Dr. Karl F. Denk,

B.A., D.M.D., designed to provide an overview

of some of the exciting changes that have

happened in the field of dentistry in recent

years. Such topics as “bonding” (a new

technique in aesthetic dental care), ortho

dontic treatment with plastic retainers, and

jaw implants will be discussed. Toothbrush

exchange — trade in your old toothbrush for

a new one! To pre—register please call

926—3291, local 311.

THERE’S A MAGIC IN THE DISTANCE ... where

the sea line meets the sky ... cruise the

Greek Islands, globe trot in an armchair or

journey to the far far horizon. April is

the month to plan a sunmer trek, a cruise in

the fall, tour via rail in Europe or explore

the canals of England. Your Library has

Fodor’s, Frommer’s, Let’s Go, Insight

Q Michelin guides, travel pamphlets and much

more in the travel section. Here are a few

suggestions:

910.8 BARISH, Frances

BAR FROMNER’S A Guide for the Disabled

Traveler: The United States, Canada &

Eu rope
Written by an experienced wheelchair

traveler for anyone who has a mobility

problem, including wheelchair,

crutches, cane or even pacemaker.

Freedom to travel and how to take

advantage of it ... an indispensable
guide.

914.8 JAFFE, Dennis
JAF The Camper’s Companion to Northern

Europe
Fourteen countries are covered in
great detail including trip planning,
campgrounds, safety and security,
canal trips, chateaux and vehicles
and equipment. The authors have been
camping in Europe since 1969.

915 STEVES, Rick
STE Asia Through the Back Door

To find adventures hidden from the
average traveler ... India’s best
beach, skiing in China, ancient
Japanese temples, Hallowe’en in a
Malay village and guest houses in
Indonesia. For tourists on a tight

915.2 HOTTO, Anne
HOT A Guide to Japanese Hot Springs

Over 160 select hot springs from
rock—lined river pools to mountaintop
hot tubs. Do’s and don’ts, accominoda—
tions for both high and low budgets
and information on local delicacies,
traditions and festivals. The
ultimate Japanese experience.

917.8 HAWKINS, Karen
HAW Bicycle Training in the Western United

States
Oceans, mountains and deserts all in
one tour! Geography, weather, road
conditions are covered state by state
from Washington to New Mexico.
Twenty—three complete tour routes
with maps and all necessary details
are provided. A wonderful way to see
the contrasts of the country.
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Time:
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Monday, April 13, 1987
7:00 — 9:00 p.m.
Seminar Room
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Date:
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Monday, April 27, 1987
7:00 — 9:00 p.m.
Seminar Room


